Deegan Recants

By Anna Von Reitz
Thomas Deegan says he's not Irish, but then, he also says that a Lutheran can be a Jesuit.
Let's ask the Jesuit Order about that, shall we?
Thomas also says that a "private law" passed in 2016 is providing immunity to felons.
At first glance, that doesn't appear to be good news, but it is if you were never really a felon in the
first place.
Private law -- the "law" of incorporated entities---is subservient to Public Law so the only people
affected by this change are those who never committed any actual crime in the first place--- just
regulatory infractions like Thomas's own trespass against the State of West Virginia, Inc.
The State of West Virginia, Inc's "private law" considered his trespass a "felony", but the Public Law
could care less, so long as no blood is spilled and no property destroyed.
So their private corporate "law" was challenged by people owed the Public Law -- that is, by people
acting in their unincorporated capacity-- and the rats had to admit the supremacy of the Public Law
and had to release all these purported "felons" who were never their employees or dependents and
who were never subject to their "private" corporate "law" in the first place.
That is good news. It means that the Perps are running scared and realizing that the Public Law is
enforceable again.
And why is that?
Because our State Jural Assemblies are booting up and they can see the train coming.
They have been operating under false pretenses for years and trampling everyone else's rights and
subjecting everyone to their private corporate tribunals and holding everyone responsible for
obeying their private "code".
Once the actual States rear their heads the jig is up for the incorporated "States of States" and they
know -- thanks, by the way, to the efforts of The Living Law Firm--that the actual States and People
are assembling.
So there is Thomas Deegan strutting around and touting this big "victory" ---that he was released
because of this change in the "private law" --- and not really grasping the fact that the private law is
ALWAYS subservient to the Public Law when the Public Law is enforced.
And that the Public Law is being enforced again as a result of the State Jural Assemblies taking place
all over this country since 2015.
Not because Thomas Deegan and his pals were so brilliant, but because other people took back their
birthright political status and organized their State Jural Assemblies.
That's why the Public Law is back in effect.

That's why enforcement of the Public Law is possible again.
And that's why the "private law" has to be brought back into compliance with the Public Law.
I have been working to make this happen for decades-- and there is Thomas Deegan not only
benefiting from my work, but taking credit for it ---and talking down to me and calling me names and
calling me "old" and "slow" and other less complimentary epithets.
The Public Law would not be beginning to be enforced again in this country without the State Jural
Assemblies being active again.
And why are the People of the States "coming back home" and enforcing the Public Law they are
owed, instead of mindlessly functioning in the "presumed" capacity of "Persons"?
Because some of us worked tirelessly to expose the corporate fraud schemes and secure the Public
Law again.
There are now fifty State Jural Assemblies, one for every State.
And why is that? Because of the work of people like Robert and Destry and "Al" and me and literally
thousands of other Americans who kept the state republics alive in court actions and diplomatic
battles for decades.
Decades, Thomas. Even before you were born.
So let's hear it for all us "old" "slow" Americans who remembered who we were and how things are
supposed to work and who brought the Public Law back into force.
Which is what caused that change in the "private law" back in 2016.
And, once again, this "old" "slow" American is reminding everyone including the arrogant dullards
among us, that their State Jural Assemblies need their help.
And that for their own safety and the good of their country, they need to correct their own political
status records so that they are not "mistaken on purpose" for British Territorial Citizens or Municipal
Government employees.
It's the political status correction paperwork that is protecting the people from the corporate thugs
and giving standing to the Members of the State Jural Assemblies and it is the State Jural Assemblies
that are giving life and force to the Public and Organic Law owed to the people of this country.
And it is these changes that are forcing the corporations to come to heel.
Why?
Because as long as the Public Law is being enforced, private law is always subservient to it.
The dog begins to chase the cat and the cat begins to chase the rat and the rat begins to bite the
cheese.
If you want to be able to invoke and enforce your constitutional guarantees-- do your status
correction paperwork and join your State Jural Assembly.
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